Tech Oarsmen Out To Match Last Year's Mark

When MIT's varsity heavyweight crew takes to the water Saturday, April 14 against Brown, Hobart, and Union, by Jack Frey will be sending out a group of rowers determined to match and even better last year's amazing season.

Among the most successful in MIT's crew history, Frey is anxious to build on the varsity and JV finishing third and fourth, respectively, last season. A three-mile race on Lake Constance, Prussia, NY.

Six Shells Quality. Just a month before on Lake Quinsigmond at Worcester, MIT had joined Cornell in being the only two colleges to have two shells qualify for the afternoon finale. The Tech crew, behind Cornell and Navy and the Lightweight varsity, came up strong fourth in the race. The surprise of the day (to every- one except Frey, of course), however, was the victory of the third entry — pulling them the title a tite first-year light in the country.

And with a good seat, the M's have a bendrow in the future, but the staff has provided the fuel.

Rolling on from the success of MIT's Oars history, Coach Frey.

However, Alpha Tau Omega's Colburn '63 received the Captain's pin, the second when they fell through Mach 22, to cop the 1962 Volleyball Crown! Metallurgy Nets. IM Volleyball

Coach, however, was the surprise of the day (to everyone except Frey, of course). However, Alpha Tau Omega again made a comeback attempt that Metallurgy finally scored the winning point.

Engler, Colburn Feted

Sampoyarac Elected Swim Captain

By Mal Beaverstock

Tech's last victory against Adelphi was the second when they fell through Mach 22, to cop the 1962 Volleyball Crown! Metallurgy Nets. IM Volleyball
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